
eDisposition.12 - Incident/Patient Disposition

OC-MEDS Data List / Definitions

Order NEMSIS Code NEMSIS Code Description OC-MEDS Label / Definition

1 it4212.113 Treated and Transported with EMT-B escort after PM/ALS evaluation ALS EVAL. / BLS - Treated and Transported BLS after PM/ALS evaluation

Patient evaluated by ALS (or IFT-ALS) personnel and downgraded to BLS for transport. Patient Care is not 

transferred to another unit. May refer to the disposition in which a single ALS unit evaluates a patient and 

deems the patient to be BLS and transports with that designation. May also be used by BLS ambulance 

providers to document  disposition when the patient was first evaluated by ALS providers and they (BLS 

ambulance) are providing BLS transport to the hospital. Should not be used to document transfer of patient 

care to another EMS unit (i.e. ALS provider evaluates patient and transfers care to BLS ambulance for 

transport). 

2 it4212.141 Patient Treated, Transferred Care to Another EMS Unit (BLS Care) 911 TRANSFER - Treated, Transferred Care to a BLS EMS Unit (ALS/PAU to BLS Ambulance)

This would refer to incidents in which patient care is transferred from a 911 provider to another EMS provider 

(usually a BLS ambulance) for transport. 

3 it4212.129 Patient Treated, Transferred Care to Another EMS Unit (ALS Care) 911 TRANSFER - Treated, Transferred Care to an ALS EMS Unit (BLS/PAU/ALS to ALS)

This would refer to incidents in which patient care is transferred from a 911 EMS provider to another 911 EMS 

provider either from within their own agency or to another agency. Example would be transfer from a 

Paramedic Assessment Unit (PAU) to an ALS Rescue (Medic Van).

4 it4212.110 Treated and Transported with PM without Base Hospital Contact 911 ALS NO CONTACT - Treated and Transported ALS w/o Base Hospital Contact (ALS No Contact)

The patient has been evaluated, treated, and transported by 911 ALS providers using established ALS standing 

orders.

5 it4212.111 Treated and Transported with PM with Base Hospital Contact 911 BHC - Treated and Transported ALS with Base Hospital Contact

The patient has been evaluated and treated by 911 ALS providers and Base Hospital Contact was established.

6 it4212.112 Treated and Transported with EMT-B (BLS level evaluation and care only) 911 BLS ONLY - Treated and Transported with EMT (BLS level eval. and care only) 

The patient has been evaluated, treated, and transported by BLS/EMT providers only. May refer to the 

disposition of a patient in which evaluation, care, and transport was provided entirely by BLS personnel. 

Typically refers to care and transportation of patients in the 911 setting. This disposition should not be used 

for prearranged non-911 BLS transports in which pick up and destination locations are healthcare facilities; or 

in which the patient is being transported to a non-healthcare destination. 

7 it4212.101 Interfacility - CCT 911 BHC - 911 IFT with PM

An interfacility transport (usually from an emergency department to another facility with specific specialty 

services – i.e. Trauma, Stroke, etc.) of an emergent patient that is initiated via the 911 system.

8 4212021 Patient Evaluated, No Treatment/Transport Required RELEASE - No Treatment/Transport Required

Person meets definition of patient AND also meets criteria for SO-REL.  Narrative documentation must meet 

standing order requirements pursuant to OCEMS SO-REL. 

9 it4212.122 AMA with Base Hospital Contact (No Transport) BHC - AMA -  with Base Hospital Contact

Evaluation, treatments or care were indicated and offered but patient refused all treatments/care.  The patient 

is not transported and Base Hospital Contact was established. Patient’s plan may include going POV. 

10 4212023 Patient Refused Evaluation/Care (With Transport) AMA - Patient Refused Evaluation/Care / Accepts Transport

The patient agrees to be transported but refuses to allow evaluation or specific treatments.  Example:  IV or 12-

lead is indicated but the patient refuses yet agrees to go to the hospital. May also be used to document 

patients refusal to be transported to designated specialty center, and instead be transported to home hospital.

11 4212025 Patient Refused Evaluation/Care (Without Transport) AMA - Patient Refused Evaluation/Care and Transport

Evaluation, treatments or care were indicated and offered but patient refused all treatments/care.  The patient 

is not transported.  Patient’s plan may include going POV. 

12 4212027 Patient Treated, Released (AMA) AMA - Patient Refuses Transport / Accepts Evaluation/Care
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This would include patients who received a treatment (e.g. albuterol, D50) and then refuses to be transported.  

Patient’s plan may include going POV.

13 4212035 Patient Treated, Transported by Law Enforcement TRANSFER - Treated, Transferred to Law Enforcement

Evaluation, care or treatment provided, but patient was transported by law enforcement. 

14 4212009 Canceled on Scene (No Patient Contact) CANCELED -  On Scene (No Patient Contact)

Unit arrives on scene where there may be patients but has no patient contact as of time of cancelation. 

Contact with any possible patient was never made. 

15 4212007 Canceled (Prior to Arrival At Scene) CANCELED - Prior to Arrival At Scene

Unit canceled prior to arrival at the scene. 

16 4212015 Patient Dead at Scene-No Resuscitation Attempted (Without Transport) DOA - Obvious Death

Obvious death, cardiac arrest, traumatic cardiac arrest in which no resuscitative efforts were made and the 

patient is left on scene; 914C.  (NOTE: The destination should always be marked as “Coroner” so the Coroner 

gets the PCR.)

17 4212019 Patient Dead at Scene-Resuscitation Attempted (Without Transport) DOA - Pronounced Death After Intervention Attempted

Interventions (CPR, BLS, ALS) but efforts have ceased.  If ALS interventions have been started, Base Hospital 

contact should be made. (NOTE: The destination should always be “Coroner” so the Coroner gets the PCR.) 

This may be used with or without base hospital contact. 

18 4212003 Assist, Public ASSIST - Public (e.g. back to bed)

Request for service to assist person with mobility issues. Requestor typically does not meet the definition of a 

patient per OCEMS Policy 090.00. Person provided services must not meet the definition of a patient. 

19 4212039 Standby-No Services or Support Provided STANDBY ONLY - No Services or Support Provided

Incident in which no patient care was rendered, but the EMS unit was available at a designated site to provide 

medical support services. 

20 it4212.144 BLS Interfacility NON-911 BLS Transport

Non-911 IFT by private providers in which the patient requires BLS transport between health care facilities. 

May also refer to transport of patient to non-healthcare destinations such as the patient's home.

21 it4212.114 Treated and Transported with IFT PM without Base Hospital Contact NON-911 IFT-ALS - Treated and Transported with non-911 IFT PM without Base Hospital Contact

Non-911 IFT by private providers in which the patient requires ALS transport. Patient evaluation and care is 

conducted according to Standing Order only. This disposition is intended solely for use by OCEMS approved IFT-

ALS Providers.

22 it4212.116 CCT (with RN) Transport NON-911 CCT - Critical Care Transport w/ RN or RT

Non-911 IFT by private providers with a Nurse, Respiratory Therapist, or other Critical Care Transport (CCT) 

Team. This is not for a 911 IFT where an RN accompanies due to out-of-scope medications. 

23 it4212.128 Patient Treated, Transported by this EMS Unit (EMS + Hospital Staff Care) NON-911 CCT - Critical Care Transport w/ Hospital Staff

Non-911 IFT by private providers (usually between hospitals) in which staff from the sending or receiving 

hospital accompany the patient in the ambulance for care and treatment while en route. May be used to 

document transport of patient and team during neonatal transports.  

24 4212033 Patient Treated, Transported by this EMS Unit Treated, Transported by EMS

Generic NEMSIS defined disposition meaning that the patient was generally treated and transported by the 

EMS unit creating the patient care report. While this option is acceptable, it is NOT preferred for use in the 

Orange County EMS System. 

25 4212031 Patient Treated, Transferred Care to Another EMS Unit TRANSFER - Treated, Transferred Care to Another EMS Unit

Generic NEMSIS defined disposition. Evaluation, care and treatment provided by one EMS unit, and patient 

care transferred to another EMS unit. This disposition is appropriate for the transfer of care from any EMS unit 

to another regardless if the unit(s) are part of the same agency. 
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